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**Abstract**

The COVID 19 pandemic has made various changes in people's lives, also on Early Childhood Education. The Children have been affected both directly and indirectly in formal and non-formal education, both education by parents and related institutions. Early Childhood Education and components of the system of education encountered various obstacles related to the implementation of children's activities during social restrictions. Referring to this problem, this Community Partnership Program activity is intended as an effort to anticipate obstacles that occur in Early Childhood Education during the pandemic situation. This Community Partnership Program is implemented through the Psychoeducation Activity Program which focuses on Early Childhood Education. The Psychoeducation Program use an intervention method that can be applied to individuals, families, and groups that focus on educating participants about significant challenges in life, helping participants develop sources of support and social support in facing, and developing coping skills to face these challenges.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The Introduction contains the urgency and background of community service issues described by the inverted pyramid method starting from the global, national and local levels. Include references (literature or result of research references) by using the source number in each sentence after the sign (.) which is adjusted to the bibliography, for example: Strasburger The COVID 19 pandemic situation has changed the structure of people's lives, so for the all learning process activities, formal and non-formal education, from early childhood education to higher education, has been affected by this pandemic situation. Learning activities carried out now is online learning. This is a problem for the teachers, parents and society on how to create economic stability, social and psychological perspective.

Various problems appear in all aspects of community life, including in the field of early childhood education. Children had affected direct or indirect impact of the various situations, many parents with their problems which are related by income, employment, emotional stability and many other problems which affect to the situation in the family and one of them affects the children. In the formal education, people are currently faced with a situation of online learning activities, where educational activities are carried out from home.
Although the essence of early childhood education is family, in fact the current situation presents other phenomena. Many parents complain of difficulties in providing optimal without formal education assistance. The children feel bored with activities at home and are considered stressors compared to school, have difficulty meeting friends and miss the figure of a teacher. On the other hand, the teacher tries hard to create creativity and effective learning methods during home learning for children.

The various problems that have been described above require proper handling and as soon as possible considering the pandemic situation which can be predicted when it will end, and it is indicated that the end of this pandemic we are faced with new normalities and it is difficult to return to normal as before where the pattern of people’s lives changes, health protocols are increasingly active and learning and educational activities that must be adapted to the online system.

One of the very important efforts to make related to how early childhood children can continue to receive optimal education, care and assistance is to ensure that good faith is established between parents, educational institutions / schools, teachers, and the general public regarding the nature of Early Childhood Education, competency and skills development as well as creativity and innovation in various activities organized in early childhood education during this pandemic and in the future.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The method used in this Community Partnership Program is a psychoeducation program. Psychoeducation is an intervention that can be carried out on individuals, families, and groups that focus on educating participants about significant challenges in life, helping participants develop sources of support and social support in facing these challenges, and developing coping skills to face these challenges. (Griffith, 2006 quoted from Walsh, 2010). Psychoeducation is a treatment that is given in a professional manner which integrates psychotherapeutic interventions and education (Lukens & McFarlane, 2004).

Psychoeducation can be applied not only to individuals or groups who have psychiatric disorders, but is also used so that individuals can face certain challenges at each level of human development so that they can avoid problems related to the challenges (Walsh, 2010). Psychoeducation is a process empowerment to develop and strengthen existing skills to suppress the emergence of a mental disorder (Walsh, 2010). Because psychoeducation can be applied as part of one’s preparation to face various challenges in every stage of life development, psychoeducation can be applied in almost every setting of life. In addition, because of its flexible model, which combines information related to certain disorders and tools to deal with certain situations, psychoeducation has the potential to be applied to external areas related to various forms of disorders and various life challenges (Lukens & McFarlane, 2004).

**RESULTS**

This psychoeducation activity was carried out online through a zoom meeting room and live youtube of the PG PAUD FKIP UMTAS study program by involving elements of teachers, parents, students, lecturers and several institutions and partners with national level speakers, both practitioners and academics. Various partner problems related to the implementation of education with the concept of learning from home (BDR), should be familiar to the realm of early childhood education because the essence of early childhood education is to start at home. But in fact there are various problems that arise during learning from home activities on the COVID-19 pandemic situation. These are about the participants’ understanding of the pandemic situation, distance learning for early childhood, readiness and participation of parents and
families, problems of creativity, building cooperation between parents and educational institutions / teachers, psychological problems of children and parents.

The number of participants in this activity was 307 participants with various backgrounds from students, teachers, parents, representatives of institutions / organizations and the general public. Based on the results of the evaluation of the activities, in general the participants gave very useful responses to this psychoeducation activity, the suitability of the material and competence of the resource persons were also considered very appropriate and satisfying and the formation of new understanding and skills for participants in optimizing early childhood education during the pandemic from various perspectives.

**DISCUSSION**

The implementation of community partnership program activities through psychoeducation activities for teachers and parents and students is carried out as a form of concern and efforts to optimize early childhood education services in the situation of the COVID-19 pandemic situation. Based on field findings obtained through observations and interviews with partners, conclusions are obtained about the urgency of need understanding and knowledge and special skills both in terms of pedagogy and stimulation of creativity in elements related to early childhood education services in order to support the achievement of optimization of development expected for early childhood through various activities and meaningful activities. Referring to these findings, a partnership between the PG PAUD academic community of Muhammadiyah University of Tasikmalaya was carried out with HIMPAUDI and IGTKI Tasikmalaya to organize a workshop and mentoring for teachers, parents and students which aims to increase knowledge, understanding and skills in accompanying early childhood especially during activities on Covid 19 pandemic which relied more on activities in their homes. The goals of psychoeducation put forward by Brown (2011) that psychoeducation, both individuals and groups, not only provides important information related to the problems of its participants but also teaches skills that are considered important for participants to deal with problem situations.

Based on the results of its implementation, it can be concluded that mentoring activities through workshops, seminars and trainings is needed and produces a positive impression for all parties. Various partner problems related to the implementation of education with the concept of learning from home (BDR), should be familiar to the realm of early childhood education because the essence of early childhood education is to start at home. But in fact there are various problems that arise during BDR activities during the Covid 19 pandemic, starting from the readiness of parents, limited creativity of teachers, the bored felt by children and parents in social distancing and many more. Rohayani (2020) in his research entitled answering problems faced by early childhood during the Covid 19 pandemic, which resulted in the conclusion that during the Covid-19 pandemic, there were several problems that appeared, such as parents who treat gadgets as a child’s friend when the child feels bored, the lack of parent intervention in the child’s world, the problems of parents in dealing with children and also the saturation of parents and children during this pandemic. Another research conducted by Tabi’in (2020) on the problem of at home stay in early childhood in the midst of the Covid 19 pandemic, which result in findings on various problems that arise in early childhood, these problems is stress, increased sensitivity, temper-tantrums, spoiled and behavioral disorders. This research is in line with the findings experienced by partners as institutions that protect various early childhood education services aged 4-7 years.

So can be concluded that the implementation of psychoeducation is in accordance with the needs of partners and the elements involved in it, especially in the implementation of early childhood education services.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Based on the results of the psychoeducation activities, several conclusions have been found regarding the urgency of the importance of cooperation of all parties in building quality early childhood education on the Covid 19 pandemic situation for the teachers, parents and academics, practitioners and society need to work together to create early childhood education that remains optimal according to the task of early childhood development amid the current pandemic situation. This community partnership program carried out a form of psychoeducation in supporting early childhood education services in the Covid 19 pandemic situation.

Several things that were suggested related to optimize early childhood education during a pandemic situation; 1) increasing cooperation and effective communication between parents and teachers / institutions, 2) increasing institutional cooperation with other educational institutions or early childhood education organizations in providing understanding and improving the skills and creativity of teachers to adapt the distance learning, 3) The next step is to improve digital literacy for teachers and parents as a support in obtaining information on learning resources or other information, 4) increasing "learning sharing sessions" as an effort to minimize learning and parenting problems during the pandemic to reduce negative impacts about distance learning activity.
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